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Art Nouveau flourished in continental Europe not only
In dominant intellectual and cultural centres, but in the
provinces as well.
Even if Art Nouveau was from the first an
international movement with an aversion
to e1erything nationalistic, it is remarkable
ne.tertheless that, precisely where patriotism was
a motivating force behind attempts at reform.
Art Nouveau brought forth its most brilliant
achievements... 1

This was true for Hungary as well. 6d&l Lechner's
vision of a new Hungarian national style was based
on the rebirth of pre-Christian Hungarian culture, with
folk art as an authentic source. In this search for the
national and ancient, Lechner founded an international
and modern movement in architecture, which Is what
many artists later followed. These ideas spread over
Hungary and together with other broad Influences
created siglificant works of art, giving to some towns
a specific turn-of-the-century glow. Subotica was one
of those towns in which were built some of the brilllant
turn·of-the-century buildings.
Subotica2 experienced its most intensive period of
development at the end of the 19th century while being
a part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Although it
developed in an unpleasant environment of marshes
and sandy areas with no navigable river, woods or any
other important natural resource, at the place where
the presence of Ottoman-Turks stopped development
for more then 150 years, in some fields Subotica was
pre-eminent in Central Europe.3
At the beginning of the twentieth century the building
boom in Subotica started to decline. However, when
the Secession style reached this area as early as in
1899, as in other provincial cities around Europe, some
of the most beautiful buildings flourished in the city,
such as the Town Hall, the Synagogue, Aalchl palace,
and the Water tower, the Grand Terrace, the Female
bathhouse at the spa and Lake Palic5 near Subotica.
After the First World War, Subotica became a part
of the newborn Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenians, later named Yugoslavia. As it was settled
at the far north of a new country, politics did not allow
development. Part of the municipal territory was lost
when new borders were drawn, and Subotica suffered
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while other cities enjoyed development. Today II ·s a
provincial and agncultural town n north Serbia, with a
mixed population of Hungarians, Croats and Serbs. It
suffered during the civil war in the 1990s because of
this ethnic mix. However, even though it is row n very
poor condition it still has very fine turn-of-the-century
buildings, some of them represent ng the best works
of the Hungarian Secession style.•
The arrival of the railway (1869) and the establ shment
of trade, industry, economy and civil society in
Subotica created a situation in which, in only thirty
years, at the turn of the 19th century, the majority of
the buildings that still make up the town centre today
were constructed. Up to that time the houses in
Subotica were simple, mainly single storey and with
two or three rooms bui t of barn bricks. Architectura
development was matched by progress in other fields,
for example the first powered aeraplane in Subotlca
was constructed in 1913, and "PaliC sports games"
were organized at the Lake Palic from 1880 to 1914.
One of the architects responsible for the appearance
of Secession stye bui'dings in Subotica was Raichl J.
Ferencz.5 He was born tn Apa tin (Vojvod na) in 1869. In
1891 he finished h s architectural studies In Budapest
and afterwards left on a study tr p to Vienna and
Berlin. His first appearance in Subottea was in 1895
to redesign the facade of the National Hotel (Nemzeti
Szalloda), built in 1882. This facade aready shows
some elements of
later ndividual style. At first he
was under the influence of his study trip to Vienna. The
tacade was completely eclect,c, but the design of the
decorative elements showed his acquaintance with
the work of Otto wagner and his disciples.

Fig. 1: Nemzeti kaszino

new square. Only then did this building get Its proper
position and the possibility of being seen from the
main square.
In the same year that the Nemzetl Kaszino was
finished, Aaichl married the daughter of Varga Karoly,
one of the wealthiest men in the town and a member
of the town council. Soon Ralchl also became a very
close friend of the mayor Lazar Mamuzic and thanks
to that friendsh p went on to enjoy great success as
an architect and building contractor, but at the same
time, according to the documents from archive, none
of h s works was finished without problems.

In 1899 Aalchl Ferencz was wealthy enough to be
able to build two single-storey tenement houses
(today Vase Stajica street no. 11 and 13)7 (Figure 2). At
th's time he lived in an apartment In the Mayor Lazar
Mamuzid's tenement house. These two buildings were

Raichl's first direct step toward Art Nouveau, although
his new approach applied not only to style but also
to planning. Kitchen, laundry, pantry, wine cellar and
the maid's room were placed in the basement. One
staircase coonected the kitchen in the basement to
the dining room through an anteroom on the ground
floor; a second connected the entrance with the dining
room through the same anteroom. The dining room
faced to the rear, while three other rooms were placed
on the street side of the building. One small room with
a terrace was also positioned at the rear of the house.
The back garden was designed as an oasis of peace
and silence. This arrangement of the rooms in both
houses was quite different from the usual apartment
layout of that time. The usual layout had all the rooms
at the same level arranged in a single row.
Although the plans were similar, the facades of these
two buildings were different. While the one at 13
Vase StajiCa Street was still under the influence of
Vienna, specifically Joseph Maria Olbrich's design of
the Secession building, the other one was under the
innuence of French symbolism. The gate, one among
few such Art Nouveau gates in Subotlca, was bullt
later; probably at the same time when, n 1903, one of
the buildings at 11 Vase StajiCa Street was enlarged,
again according to the design of Raichl Ferencz.
Play with elements of Secession and Baroque also
continued in Aaichl's next work, the Austro-Hungarlan
Bank in 1901 . Floral ornaments and female faces were
decorations on the fa<;ade, and the faces of Mercury,
the protector of merchants and thieves, as well.
Aaichl's designed a vi la in 1900 for the Conen family.

The villa was ooilt near the spa at Lake Palid.8 These
The second, and n his early works the more Important,
source of his lrlSplration was the Baroque. He applied
Baroque elements to several buildings, but the first
and only one completely designed In the nee-Baroque
style was the Nemzet Kaszino (Figure 1). At f rst it was
planned to make minor adaptations on the previous
Skenderovid single storey house,6 but Aaichl made a
design of a completely new two-storey build ng with
an impressive facade, which was comp'eted in 1896.
Originally the bui ding faced a narrow street but twelve
years later, with the building of the new town ha.I by
Komar and Jakab, the smal houses in the front of the
Kaszino were demolshed, and It became a part of a

kinds of buildings, made for leisure and vacation, were
usuany designed in a less conventional way than the
houses n the town. This was the case with the Conen
villa, and the final product was a simple, comfortable
and functional buildlng. Wh le design ng this villa,
Aaich had more freedom to make it h s way than in
the case of the bu Id ngs downtown.

Fig. 2: One.storey tenement house, Vase Stajica 11

The first bu !ding that the famous Hungarian architects
Maree.I Komar and Dezs6 Jakab bu t together in
Subotica was the Synagogue. The plans for the
synagogue were first entered n competition for Szeged
(Hungary) synagogue in 1899, where Baumhorn Upat's
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plans won the competition. So the Lipots synagogue
was built in Szeged. Marcell Komor and Dezs6 Jakab
were awarded a commission for their participation. At
the same time the Jewish Community in Subotica had
decided to build a new synagogue. They liked Komor
and Jakab's design and accepted it as design for nw
SUbotica synagogue (Figure 3).

peacock plumage, stylized roses and lilies were
made of terracotta and p:>sitioned externally on the
fac;ade. All the terracotta elements were produced in
the famous Zsolnay factory in Pees, today in Hungary.
Inside the ooilding, the same decorative themes appear
in the stained glass windows designed by Miksa
Roth, and in the wall paintings. Two more buildings
t:elong to the synagogue complex: the building of
the Jewish Municipality finished in 1904, and a ritual
slaughterhouse, built in 1926. Both ooildings were
designed in the Secession style.
After the turn of the century Raichl had opp:>rtunity to
design three ooildings next to each other. One of them
was the house of Savo Medanski (Medyanszky SebOk);
the other two were his own house (Aaichl palace)
and a two-storey tenement house. This gave him the
opportunity not only to design the individual buildings
rut also to consider the relat onship between them.
He already had experience with this kind of problem
while he was design ng two tenement houses in Vase
Stajica Street. The design of [the) Savo Medanskl
house was eclectic except for the appl.cahon of
Secession docoration (Figure 4).

Fig. 3: Synagogue

Construction of the synagogue started In 1901.
The buildng was unique in many ways. Instead of a
longitudinal shape, as the majority of synagogues in
Europe had at that time, the synagogue in Subotica
has a centralised plan, organised by eight steel
co umns, which bear the external wooden tower
covered with t les and zinc sheets, and the Inner
concrete structure of the cupola. In this way, the steel
columns are transferring the load of the cup:>la to the
foundatbns, and the external walls of the synagogue
are non-bearing, excluding the need for additional
supporting elements. The height of the interbr space
is 23 m, and the cup:>a span Is 12.6 m. The external
walls form a rectangular space in which the holy place
Is situated (with 850 seats for men and 550 for women
in the ga leries). The floral ornaments in the form of
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Raichl Ferencz sub'nitted bu Id ng plans for h;s own
house and a tenement house in 1903, but he did
not get the b.Jilding permit, w.th the explanation that
the b.Jildings were not high and beautiful enough for
the location where they were planned to be ooilt. For
this reason Aaichl made another design, changing
the fac;ades of both b.Jildings. One of them, his own
palace, showed the use of al' his imaginative energy,

Fig. 4: Savo Medjansk1 house

His artistic genius was finally without any constraints.
The FaQade of Raichl's tenement house was designed
In a floral Art Nouveau style but with windows, doors
and store windows arranged In Baroque order (Figure
5). The house of Savo Medjanski had its interior
organized according to the usual layout as did the
Raichl tenement house, with stores on the ground
floor and apartments on the first floor. Between them
Aalchl designed his own house.

in Zsolnay factory in Pees. This was his first design in
which he employed the shape of [a] heart, and this
shape was involved [in] gradually connecting the shape
of the building with the minor elements. The Interior
was also designed by Raichl to the smallest detail
and was luxurious and rich at the time. The spatial
arrangement was similar to that of his tenements in
Vase Stajiea Street, except that there is more space
and more rooms in his palace. It was comfortable [and]
functional and it is evident that Ralchl made It with love
tor his family. This edifice made him one of the famous
designers of the Hungarian Secession style.
It was the Gesamtkunstwerk in which Raichl's dream
became reality but he did not enjoy it for very long.
Mayor Lazar Mamuiic, friend and protector of Raichl,
lost in the election in 1902, which started the downward
spiral of his career. By 1908 his business also suffered
as a result of a fr:m wrong business moves; beside
that he was a passionate gambler, and all this resulted
in his bankruptcy. He and his family lived in the house
only three and half years. After that Raichl moved with
his family to Szeged (Hungary), where he lived until
1912, when he moved to Budapest to re-establish his
practice and remained there until his death in 1960.

In contrast to Aaichl, Titus Macl<OviC's career took a
quite different course. Like Raichl, Macl<oviC was lucky
to live in SUbotica in a period of great prosperity in
a town with few rival architocts. This provided him
with numerous opp:>rtunities to accomplish the great
variety of commissions available. About four hundred
b.Jilding plans, signed by him, have been preserved
in the historical archive in Subotica as evidence of
Fig. 5: Raickl tenement house
his valuable contribJtion, which started in 1879, to
Why Raichl became influenced by Hungarian turn-of- the construction of the town. He designed houses,
the-century architects in the case of his own palace, mansions, villas, ancillary structures, barracks,
is still a mystery. Up to that time it was evident that the schools, factories, slaughterhouses etc. Perhaps this
Vienna Secession style was becoming more and more breadth of opportunity and the numerous p:>sslbilities
apparent in his work, especially with the house of Savo for expressing his talents were the basic reason for his
Medanski. It Is possible that the change in his work artistic genius never having been concentrated on a
came about because of his acquaintance with Partos single design with all his p:>wers as was the case with
Gyula, a famous Hungarian architect. Raichl palace is Raichl and his mansion.
one of the most beautiful private Hungarian Secession
style mansions that were ever built in Subotica (Figure Although Raichl, Marcell Komar and Dezs6 Jakab had
given Subotica its final glow, Macl<oviC, with a few other
10).
builders, certainly gave it the basic form . While some
of
the builders followed one guideline in their creations,
Raichi designed [the docorative ceramic elements of
each
of them producing his own characteristic style,
the fac;ade] himself, and they were also manufactured
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who was frequently engaged with designing buildings
smaller in size. However, he entrusted Macl<ovic with
a design for his tenement house. From that time on,
Macl<ovic atendoned historicism and continued
to design two-storey buildings in a new style. Otto
Wagner's Majolica house was completed in Vienna
the same year. It Is difficult to tell who influenced
Macl<ovid's work. It Is obvious, however, that for
designing the faQade of Fazekas's house, and he was
inspired by the new architectural style that was being
developed at the turn of the century in Vienna .
Thanks to the angular lot, It was possible to form two
symmetrical fac;ades with a tey window and turret
above at the corner. The interior of the building did
Fig. 6: Raichl palace
not undergo significant changes with regard to those
built at the time, but yet two flats on the second floor
Macl<ovic was adapting himself to various tasks and had all the spaces needed for the comfortable life of
was testing his talents in experiments with various a family. The arrangement of the rooms enabled direct
styles in which the second part of the nineteenth connection between rooms of similar purposes, for
century abounded. However, he did not experiment example, the dining room, the drawing room and the
only at the level of imitations and fac;ade enrichments living room. Although connected to the living room, the
but also got into the structural details and interior bedroom was still detached but in direct connection
planning wherever it was possible.
to the tethroom. The third floor housed rather decent
flats with two rooms, kitchen, larder and a servant's
Titus Mad<ovid, an architect without a degree, a town room without a tethroom.
engineer, brickyard owner, chairman of a constructors'
association, student and traveller, respected citizen, Although Secession elements appeared on this
was a person of many interests and skills. This building mainly as ornaments it was Important
also applies to his construction work. In the 19th because it represented one of the rare fa<;ades with
century in which Industry developed rapidly initiating geometric Viennese Secession pattern in Subotica.
mprovements In the fiek:I of civil engineering to Unfortunately, the ornaments have been removed n
meet industrial production needs, the architecture of the meanwhile. Only decorative consoes under the
houses, mansions and public buildings lagged behind, corner tey window have been preserved to the present
repeating and duplicating the former styles, trotting day. However, this building is important because
along the paths of its development from the ancient Macl<ovic used a concrete floor structure instead [of
times to the Baroque. The way of life changed fast but an] iron beam structure, and it was the earliest case of
the habits did not. This reliving of the past seems to using concrete in the structure of a residential building
have been necessary for art to be finally released from in Subotlca.
the chains of history and to take a completely new
course. In his building ventures, Titus Mad<oviC had After having finished this tenement, Titus was less
travelled those paths of looking teck into the past and active. He still designed numerous houses, mainly
learning from the ancient masters to design a three- slngle-storey. In the later years of his life he produced
storey building with a Secession fa9ade as early as some more designs which deserve attention. The
in 1899.
Belgian enterprise Compagnie de Services Urtelns
The year 1899 was crucial for his career as it was
for Raichl. In that year Macl<ovic' designed a threestorey tenement (at no. 13 Age Mamuzic Street)0
commissioned by Lajos Fazekas, also an architect
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- Bruxelles which was a major shareholder of the
tram service and electric power supply facilities in
Subotlca from the beginnng of the century till the year
1924, engaged him in desgning their administration
building in Subotica. He was given an opportunity to

try the new, modern forms abounding in the most
beautiful and rich floral elements being developed
within Art Nouveau in the part of Europe [from which)
the enterprise came. He was expected to meet strict
requ'rements and it was quite a challenge. The result
of his efforts was a two-storey building, simple and
functional with an organization of interior space which
one would not be ashamed of even today. The building
had four f8Q8des of simple wall surfaces. A reference
to the Viennese Secession shown in the design was
not included in the construction so the building got
two protruding gable walls following the Jugendstil of
Darmstadt. This detached building was quite "modern"
derived directly or Indirectly from the cubic forms that
had been applied in Darmstadt, timidly at frst and then
quite clearly.
The brothers Va<;j:J
and J6zsef from Budapest
designed a two-storey house for DOmotor M ksa, a
local general practitioner (at no. 3 Synagogue Square).
Although bigger and more important buildings had been
bi.Jilt before as well as after this one, its appearance had
a significant influence on the way of constructing twofloor and single-storey houses n Subotica. DOmot6r's
house served as a model for many houses built at that
time. Titus Macl<oviC himself designed several houses
directly and evidently after the model of DOmotor's
house and the Vago brothers' work.
Titus Macl<ovic designed a three-storey house for
J6zsef Roznovsky (at no. 22 Strosmajer Street - Rgure
7)1 and a two-storey house for Lendvay Erno (at no.
19 E>uro E>akovic Street) in 1909. 11 In the year 1910,
he designed, together with 5alga Matyas. a twostorey house for Ungar J6zsef (at no. 10 Eluro E>akov1c'
Street) 12 and in 1911 a three storey house (at no. 14
Petefi Sandor Street) for Stevan Peic' (Pelts lstvan).',,
In designing all these houses he was insp red by the
works of the Vago brothers but by applying decorative
elements of various origins, Mad<oviC gave each
fac;ade a specific vigour. He combined floral plaster
elements, stained glass windows and wrought iron
fences to achieve harmony and originality in each of
the far;ades.
Titus Macl<ovic' died in 1919. Although he had never
had the opportunity to realize a complete work of art
with all the elements of a building beginning with the
wallpaper and ending with the cornice on the fac;ade

Fig. 7: Jozsef Roznovsk1 house.

in the manner Raichl did with his edifice, he had been
meeting different tasks for years exploiting his artistic
imagination as much as it was possible in the existing
circumstances.
After the Synagogue. Komar Marcell and Jakab
Dezs6 received an offer in 1907 to erect a bank
building (Szal:edka Vldekl Kereskedelmi Bank R.T.).
(Figure 8) During the construction of the building, their
cooperation with Zsolnay ceramic producers in Pees
became significant. In contrast to the Synagogue[.]
where terracotta decorative elements were used, on
the far;ade of this building most of the ornaments were
made of coloured ceramic. There are also ornaments
made of stone. It was proposed that the ground floor
of the building be used as a tenk and a restaurant
and the upper floors for residential accommodatbn.
Although the floor plan Is in the shape of the letter L,
the fa<;ades are treated as one continuous elevation
with a central feature on the corner, which was later
altered on several occasions.

The most significant buildng which Komar Marcell
and Jakab Dezs6 built il SUbotica is the Town Hall.
(Figure 9) The mayor of that time, Biro Karoly, felt that
in place of the existing neglected Baroque building
from the beginning of the 19th century, a prestigious
Town Hall should be erected to mark the sudden and
fast development of the town. This was not an even
process and muddy streets and shabby houses could
still be seen everywhere around. Those who were
against the grand scheme used this fact to argue
that refurbishment of the existing building would be
sufficient In the circumstances. Because of these
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Simultaneously with the c ty development, a tourist
spa was developed at Lal<e PaJic;. The mayor, Dr Biro
Karoly, apart from supporting the building of the Town
Hall, also threw his weight behind the improvement of
the spa and bathing beach at the lake. Komer Marcell
and Jakab Dezs6 designed the three most significant
buildings on the promenade and set out the perimeter
for the park nearby. Komer and Jakab took a d'1fferent
approach to designing these buildings from that
[which) they used in the town. The focus here was on
the structural use of timber, which was more suitable
for th.s type of build ng, intended fC1 leisure. It s also
a reHection of a change in the development of Art
Nouveau ; going beyond the level of simple decoration
by creating a synthesis of the contemporary functional
comprehension of archftecture in whch not only
decorations were applied but a so the structure and
traditiooal materials used by peasants in Transylvania
province.

differing opinions a twofold open competition was
announced: one for the reconstruction of the existing
building and one for the design of a new building. The
mayor had informed Komer and Jakab about this open
competition and asked them to design a building in a
Baroque style of the reign of Maria There[sa], during
which Subotica obtained the status of a royal free
town. The designers accepted this condition but in the
meantime they did parallel plans as well, where they
applied Secession decoration, inspired by Hungarian
folklore motifs from Transylvania. With the support of
the mayor and the head of a district, Dr Purgly Silndor,
the Town Hall was constructed n accordance with a
Hungarian Secessioo-style design.

Fig. 8: Bank building from 1907.
kereskedelmi bank R. T.

Fig. 9: Town HaU
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Szabadka videk1

The ground floor of the Town Hall has a longitudinal
shape with four square courtyards. All the offices
faced the exterior of a building, whJst the sanitary
facilities and the staircases are placed in the space
between the inner courtyards. The repreSe'"ltative
offices of the mayor (today the Green Council HalO and
Head of District (today the Wedding Room or Yellow
Council
face the former Main Square, now the
Square of the Republc. Symmetry can be seen In
the arrangement of the rooms. The asymmetry of the
exterior is achieved by the construction of two towers
of unequal height. A processiooal entrance faces the
main square, with a
and sta rcase, which lead to
the first floor where the arge counct hal', the green
council hall, the ye'low council hall and the offices
of the leading town functionaries are situated. In the
south part of the bu.lding, towards the man entrance,
there is an official entrance. Th s entrance leads to
the income tax department on the first floor. In the
hall, there are standing columns with blue wooden
benches around them. The second floor has a similar
arrangement except that there are no prominent offices
or halls. The corr dors encircle the Internal courtyards
and the offices are situated facing towards the streets
and squares. The third floor offices are situated in part
of the attic floor. The main functions of the building
remain the same today. Jakab Dezs6 drew all of the
diecorative deta Is of the building by his own hand. He
was inspired by the motifs of tulips, carnations and
zoomorphic elements used n the Hungarian folk art
of Transylvania.
The large council hall is certainly the most beautifully
decorated room in the Town Hall. The painter, R6th

Fig. 10: Town tenement house. The town authorities built
a two-storey tenement house in 1913 based on a design by
Vadasz Pal.

Miksa, made big stained glass windows while the
decorative elements of the balcony were made by the
brothers Han, sculptors from Budapest.
Among the most significant Secession style edifices
another few buildings should be mentioned although
there are many more. The town authorities built a twostorey tenement house in 1913 based on a Vadasz
Pal's design with the late Secession characteristics.
(Figure 10) It followed the model of Viennese
Secession artists and builders: Gustav Klimt, Otto
Wagner, Joseph Maria Olbrich and Josef Hoffmann.
Vadasz Pal was also involved in adapting the
of
the today's Music School building, the former Magyar
lmre's tenement house. He designed the facade in the
style of Munich's Secession style. Those were the two
most Important achievements of this architect. After
the war, he worked as a surveyor and as far as we
know did not design any building of further importance
in Subotica.

The first building one comes across when going to
from Subotica Is the Water Tower where the
tram stop used to be. The caned tower is connected
to a circular waiting room by a wide arch, through
which a footpath can be seen which leads to the next
building, the Grand Terrace, which Is situated near the
lake shore. The Grand Terrace has a similar arched
opening. When the Grand Terrace is approached
from the Water Tower, the lake can be seen as the
final objective of a walk through the park. The Grand
Terrace was designed in 1909 as a restaurant and
dance hall and was completed in 1911 . In front of the
restaurant, towards the lake, are two large covered
wooden terraces.
A female bathhouse is the third building that Komer
and Jakab designed together at Palic. It rests on
wooden piles sunk into the lake itself. The building
is made entirely of wood and is mainly a response to
the type of Hungarian national style which a younger
generation of architects of that time in Hungary had
applied under the leadership of K6s Karoly. The
complex was finished in 1912 and its completion was
marked by a memorial fountain beside the lake on the
axis crossing from the Water Tower through the gate
of the Grand Terrace to the lake shore.
The First World War had great impact on the town of
Subotica. Its previous development was interrupted

and It never recovered, and never again had the
opp::>rtunlty to ra·se such architects or create such
buildings as d did at the turn of the century.

NOTES TO THE TEXT
1 Gabriele Fahr·Becker, Art Nouveau (KOln: KOnemann,
1997), 107.
1 The municpality of Subonca ies today on the very north part
of {the] province of Vojvod na, Repubhc of Serbia. The town is
some 10 kilometers south of the Serbian-Hunganan border,
situated at 46"5'55" latitude and 19°39'47" longitude. The
town is situated on an ancient watershed system between
the vast sandy area in the north su table for orchards and
vineyards, and the dilUV1al Aeolian plateau or the so-called
chernozem in the south, ideal for agnculture. According to
the present number of inhabitants, Subotica is the second
largest town in the Vojvodina ProV1nce with population of
about 150.000. This town in the heart of the Pannorna Plain.
The town and the municipality, comprising 19 settlements,
spreads over 1.008 square kilometers. (Popovic, Dr Miroslav;
Dinic, Gr Jovan. Urbane geografska proucavanja naselja
Jugoslavije: Primer velikog panonskog naselja Subotice.
Beograd: Privredni pregled, 1978)
3 At the end of {the] 17th century, [the] Turks left the region
around Subotica, which was devastated, and with [al small
romber of citizens. The Habsburg Monarchy Authorities
encouraged the Slavic population from the southern territories
of the Balkan region, which were still under the control of
the Turks, to settle here. The slow development of the
settlement was often interrupted by the intrusion of Turkish
gangs and by the inhospitable environment. In spite of that,
Subotica's citizens obtained the status of a free royal town
in 1779. Subotica got rather big terntory probably because
of its poorly developed trade and crafts. Otherwise, highly
developed trade and crafts were usually the most important
condition for the settlement to get the status of a free royal
town in the Habsburg Monarchy. This is what defined the
future agricultural development of the town. In the beginning,
people lived on vineyards and raised catt e, and planted
wheat only for their own needs in the
vicinity of the
town. The rest of the territory around the city was uncultivated
puszta (vast land covered with poor grass). When Hungary
started to import grain around 1850 the citizens of Subotica
started to cultivate puszta around it. Without a navigable river,
it was difficult to transport goods to other parts of Europe.
Development of the railway which reached Subotica in 1869
opened possibilities for further development of the town. At
the turn of the century Subotica was the third largest town in
the whole of Hungary, after Budapest and Szeged. and was
larger than Belgrade and Zagreb. By the 191 Os it had 93.232
citizens. (Magyar, Laszlo. Subotica i njeno
do
1828. Koreni, Subotica: lstorljski arhiv, 1991.)
• Both World Wars destroyed c·vil society in Subotica. Beside
that, in a new country, the Kingdom of Serbs. Croats and
Slovenians, Vojvodina was the nchest part of it and it had
to pay biggest taxes to help other parts of the country to
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develop. That started gradual decfne and stagnation. After
the First Word War. the agrarian reform destroyed many
successful families. After the Second World War most of the
real estate and land was nat1onal'zed from all who left the
country for any reason , Jews who left for Israel, and also
from all those who were considered enemies of the new
socialist political system such as native Germans. Hungarians
or just rich people. In the new political situation development
of border towns was discouraged and the resources were
used for (the] development of capital cities or the southern,
poorly developed part of YugoslaV1a.
6 Kata Martinovic Cvi; n, SubotiCl<i opus Ferenca J. Rajhla
(Subotica: SubotiCl<e novine, 1985).
6 Houses were named after the owner as they did not have
street numbers.
7 Historical Archive Subotica (HAS), F:2, ep. eng. VIII kOr
13/1899, ep. eng VIII k.Or 13·1903.
!

HAS. F:2, ep. eng. 0 kOr 3/1900

9

HAS, F:2, ep. eng. I ktlr 6/1899.

10

HAS, F:2, ep. eng. l ktlr21/1909

11

HAS, F:2, ep. eng. V'll ktlr 1511909

12

HAS, F:2, ep. eng. VIII kOr 31/1910

13

HAS, F:2, ep.eng. VI ktlr 38/1911
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